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data base. These items have
some unique attributes

(ex.'small', 'big', 'correct',
'invalid') and i would like to
load those attributes in my
data base. i am trying to do
it with Gson, however i cant
seem to figure out a good

solution. here is an example
of my JSON [{"Attributs":"Big
","Name":"name 1","value":4
2},{"Attributs":"Small","Nam
e":"name 2","value":24},{"At
tributs":"Correct","Name":"n
ame 3","value":65},{"Attribu
ts":"InValid","Name":"name
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4","value":31}] note that
there are more json objects
inside that root object. and
here is how i do that Gson

gson = new Gson();
JsonElement jElement =
gson.fromJson(jsonText,

JsonElement.class); JsonArray
itemsArray =

jElement.getAsJsonArray();
foreach (JsonObject itemJson

in itemsArray) { string
attributeName = itemJson.ge
t("Attributs").getAsString();

int value = itemJson.get("val
ue").getAsInt(); string
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attributeType = itemJson.get
("Attributs").getAsString();

string attributeNameString =
itemJson.get("Name").getAsS
tring(); string attributeValue
= itemJson.get("value").getA
sString(); } i am running into
a few problems i dont know
how to treat the "Attribute"
and the "Attributs" i would

like to get rid of some of the
code and make that a

common method that i can
call inside my controller, in

case i have to parse this
JSON with other attributes.
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for example JsonElement
jElement =

gson.fromJson(jsonText,
JsonElement.class); JsonArray

itemsArray =
jElement.getAsJsonArray();

and iterate over the
itemsArray, and do

something like e79caf774b
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from mobile phone. The Leading data doctor
recovery sim card 4.4.1.2 Crack download Â· Data
recovery sim card software is available for free to
recover lost data or back data from corrupt sim
card. Free simcard data recovery software to

recover lost sim card data from mobile phone.
Data doctor recovery sim card 4.4.1.2 Crack

download Â· download sim card data recovery
software is available for free to recover lost data
or back data from corrupt sim card. Free simcard
data recovery software to recover lost sim card

data from mobile phone. Data doctor recovery sim
card 4.4.1.2 Crack download Â·SMART SET (SNMS-
ASP) The SMART Set (SNMS-ASP) is an advanced
air navigation system developed to provide real-
time pilot and ATC/FCC voice communication and
data relay between the aircraft, ground stations,
flight service stations, control centers and FAA

master stations. It has been specifically developed
to comply with the Inertial Navigation System

(INS) minimum performance requirements for the
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Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Phase IV
certification. Inertial navigation system (INS) is the

technology that measures the position and
velocity of an aircraft using a computer

processing system that calculates navigation
solutions from the measured values of three or
more inertial sensors of an INS. It measures the

position and velocity of the aircraft using the data
from the inertial sensors that are integrated into

the flight deck, such as a digital flight
management system. SMART SET (SNMS-
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